SELF LEADERSHIP ONLINE

Self-paced, engaging training teaches your people the mindset and skillset to ask for what they need to be successful.

When employees are dispersed across the globe, have limited time available for training, or just prefer to learn on their own, it can be difficult to provide quality leadership training to them all, especially to individual contributors. Yet having proactive, empowered team members who take control of their own success and are committed to getting results is key to your company’s success.

With Self Leadership online, you can deliver the essentials of Self Leadership, a training program built on SLII®, the world’s most widely taught leadership model, and the latest research on the proactive skills required for individuals to be most effective.

Self Leadership online is a powerful elearning course that teaches your people the mindset and skillset to become proactive self-starters who ask for direction and support, solicit feedback, and sell their solutions. The course leverages the latest in learning design and advanced technology to teach the core concepts of Self Leadership through engaging activities, which learners complete at their own pace.

Self Leadership online is a flexible, modular, on-demand solution that allows you to deliver essential leadership training to all your employees wherever they are and whenever they have time.
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Self Leadership online takes your people through seven modules covering the essentials of Self Leadership. The content is broken down into a variety of engaging videos, games, stories, and activities ranging from 1 to 5 minutes each that can be completed in a total of 2.5 hours.

The highly interactive experience starts with an overview of the mindset and skillset of a self leader. The course then teaches participants how to challenge assumed constraints, set effective goals, activate their points of power, and proactively seek the direction and support they need.

They will also learn the key concepts of SLII®, the world’s most popular leadership model, taught from the perspective of the self leader rather than the manager. Participants learn a shared language for diagnosing their own development level and identifying which leadership style they need from their manager.

Contact Your Blanchard Sales Associate or Call 760.233.6725 to Get Started